Abstract. The algebraic structure of one-parameter inverse semigroups has been completely described. Furthermore, if S is the bicyclic semigroup and if B is contained in any semitopological semigroup, the relative topology on B is discrete. We show that if F is an inverse semigroup generated by an element and its inverse, and F is contained in a compact semitopological semigroup, then the relative topology is discrete; in fact, if F is any one-parameter inverse semigroup contained in a compact semitopological semigroup, then the multiplication on F is jointly continuous if and only if the inversion is continuous on F, and we describe F in that case. We also show that if {y,} is a one-parameter semigroup of bounded linear operators on a (separable) Hilbert space, then {/,} U {J*) generates a one-parameter inverse semigroup T with /,"' =» J* if and only if {/,} is a one-parameter semigroup of partial isometries, and we describe the weak operator closure of T in that case.
1.
Introduction. An inverse semigroup is a semigroup in which each element x has a unique inverse x~x with the properties that xx~xx = x and x~xxx~x = x~x. If G is any subgroup of the positive real numbers under ordinary multiplication, let P = G n [1, oo) . Let FP = {(x,y, z) E P3: y > x and y > z) together with the following multiplication: t v a -( xzr yzrs zrt \ (x,y,z){r,s,t) \yAzr, {yAzr),zrAsy zrAs) where x /\y = min(x, y). Any inverse semigroup generated by a homomorphic image of P is a homomorphic image of FP [6] and is called a one-parameter inverse semigroup. We mention at this point one homomorphic image of 7>. Let BP = P X P together with this multiplication:
If P = (1, x, x2,... } where x > 1, then BP is the bicyclic semigroup whose properties are discussed in [4] . Suppose that y is a semigroup with a Hausdorff topology in which the maps x -» xy and x ->yx of y~» y are continuous for each y in Y. Then the multiplication on Y is said to be separately continuous and Y is called a semitopological semigroup. If the map (x, y) -» xy of y X y -» y is continuous, then the multiplication on Y is jointly continuous (or just continuous) and y is called a topological semigroup.
Let A" be a one-parameter inverse semigroup generated by the image of P under a continuous homomorphism /: P -> X. Let /: P-*FP be the map x -> (x, x, x). Then/ is an isomorphism ofP into /> and we can identify P with its image in FP. Then x~x ■» (1, x,T) and hence (x,y,z) = xy~'z.
Furthermore, if/: i> -» A is defined by f(xy-xz)=f(x)f(y)-1f(z), then /is a homomorphism and the following diagram commutes [6] , [1]: ; X N If Fp is endowed with the relative product topology which it inherits from R3, then the multiplication on FP is jointly continuous. We shall show that if X is embedded densely in a compact semitopological semigroup and that if the inversion on f(P) I) f(P)~x is continuous, then in fact / is a continuous homomorphism of FP onto X.
One-parameter inverse semigroups occur naturally in B(H), the semigroup of bounded linear operators on Hilbert space. In the weak operator topology, the closed unit ball is a compact semitopological semigroup, and the map T-+ T* is continuous where T* is the adjoint of the operator T. A partial isometry is an operator which is isometric on the orthogonal complement of its kernel; it is known [8, p. 99 ] that T is a partial isometry if and only if 7T*T = T. We will show that if J = {J,: t E [0, oo)} is a one-parameter semigroup of partial isometries, then J \j J* generates a one-parameter inverse semigroup.
This example shows that it is not unreasonable to ask that the map x-*x~x be continuous on X, and in that case we are able to give a description of X.
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1.1. Remark. The closure of an inverse semigroup in a compact topological semigroup is an inverse semigroup, but Brown and Moran [3, Proposition 1] give an example of a unitary group whose weak closure is not an inverse semigroup.
2. The one-parameter inverse semigroups. In this section we summarize the possible congruence relations on FP (and hence its homomorphic images), as given in [6, 3.10] . We then point out that every one-parameter semigroup J of partial isometries generates a one-parameter inverse semigroup X, and that each of the possibilities for X can be realized as an inverse semigroup generated by a partial isometry.
If 1 < t G P, let I, = {xy~xz: y > t) Q Fp and 7,° = {xy~xz E FP; y > 2.2. Proposition. Let Tbe a semigroup with an involution *, i.e., a mapping u-*u* such that (uv)* -v*u* and (u*)* = u, and let R = {7?,: t E P) be a one-parameter subsemigroup of T. Then (R, R*}, the semigroup generated by R U R*, is an inverse semigroup if and only if (i) R,R?R, = R,for each t in P and (ii) R,R*R*Rt -RfR&Rffor each s and t in P.
Proof. The conditions are clearly necessary. Now if R is as above, and s > t, we have R,R* -Rs-Rtf = Rs-M-A-AR? = Rs-tRtR*R?-tRs-t -RsR*Rs-r Similarly, 7?*7?, = RS_,R*RS, and it follows that any "word" from <7?, 7i*> can be expressed as a triple RxRfR2 where y > x and y > z. (4)({K,),{Kn>~BP.
3. Conditionally compact one-parameter inverse semigroups. We now assume that X is a one-parameter inverse semigroup densely embedded in a compact semitopological semigroup Y. In case P = {1, x, x2,... } where x > 1, we show that X has the discrete topology as a subspace of Y. Furthermore, if P is dense in [1, oo) , and the inversion x ^* x~x on P \j P~x is continuous, then the multiplication is continuous on X. Wejhen assume, from 3.2.7 on, that inversion is continuous on X, and describe X.
Since semigroups of the type BP are somewhat more accessible than those of the more general type, and some information is known about them in case P = {1, x, x2,... ) for x > 1, we devote a short section to these semigroups.
3.1. Bicyclic Semigroups. As we have mentioned before, if P = {1, x, x2,... } where x > 1, then BP is the familiar bicyclic semigroup, B, so-called because it is generated by two mutually inverse elements p and q subject to the generating relation pq = 1; we summarize the results of [2] on this subject:
(a) B is a discrete subspace of B in the relative topology. (Originally proved in [5] , as was (b).) (b) B \ B is a closed two-sided ideal of B.
(c) The minimal idempotent e of the monothetic semigroup T = {q, q2,... ) is the minimal idempotent of B, and the minimal ideal K of T, which js a compact topological group, with identity e, in the relative topology from B, is the minimal ideal of B. Furthermore K= eB = Be.
(d) The decreasing sequence q"p" of idempotents converges to an idempotent w; wB is a cyclic group with identity wB =wB= B\B.
(e) If the map x^>x* is a continuous involution, then e and w are selfadjoint, and for each x E B, (ex)* = ex* = (ex)-1 in K.
(f) If B = <r, r*> where T is an isometry, then w is the Wold idempotent which decomposes TT into 77, © TT2 where T\HX is unitary and T\H2 is a unilateral shift. The minimal idempotent e decomposes TT into TT3 © 774, where T\H3 is unitary, and TT4 is the closed hnear span of the eigenvalues of T (and T*) corresponding to its unimodular eigenvalues.
These results show that we have no more (nor less) information about the closure of B than we have about the closure of a group, which examples in [3] and [12] show may be arbitrarily pathological.
If P is a dense subsemigroup of [1, oo) , the existence of the idempotent w follows exactly as in [2] , as does the fact that wBP is a group. That BP \ BP =wBP turns out to be equivalent to the continuity of the inversion on BP as we see for FP in 3.2.6, and from 3.2.7 on, we shall assume this condition.
3.2. FP. Suppose X = FP. Then X may be pictured as below:
The idempotents of FP are precisely those of the form x(xy)~xy where x and y are elements of P. [6, 2.13] . Now the idempotents {xx~x: x E P) and {x~xx: x E P) form two decreasing nets as x -> co, and hence there exist two idempotents E and F such that xx~x -» E and x~xx -> F as x -* co. Since xx~x is decreasing, E =£ xx~x for any x in P, and similarly, F ¥* x~lx for any x in P. Furthermore, xx~xE = E = £xx-1 for every x in P and x-1xF = F = Px_Ix for every x in P. Proposition 3.2.1. E and F commute with every element xy~xz of FP, and hence with every element of FP.
Proof. As x-»oo, xx~x-*E, so if r E P, rxx~x = r(r~xr)(xx~x) = r(xx~x)(r~xr) (since idempotents commute) = (rx)(rx)~xr-*Er; but rxx-1 -+rE, so Er «■ rE. On the other hand, for each r in P, xx~xr~x = xx~xr~xrr~x = r~xrxx~xr~x = r-1(rx)(/"x)_1 -» r~lE; but xx~xr~x -> Er~x, so Er~x = r-,£ for each r in P. Hence if xy~xz E FP, Exy~xz = xEy~xz = xy " 'jEz = xy ~ 'z£. Similarly, F commutes with each element of FP and hence with each element of Fp. Proof. Note that if e is any idempotent and x any element of FP, then ex = x if and only if x E eFP. Now if {xa) is unbounded, for any k in P, xa is eventually larger than k, so kk~xxay~xza = xj/~xza-»u, so kk~xu = u, and hence Eu = u.lfu were in FP, u would be in EFP, so u £ 7> Similarly, if {za) is unbounded, u would be inTT^, \ FP. If {xa} and {za} are both bounded nets and {ya) is unbounded, then for every x > sup{x"}, But x ~ xxXgy~ xza -» x ~ xxu, so x ~ xxu = u, and again u E FFP \ FP.
Proposition 3.2.5. If P = {1, x, x2, x3,... ), then FP has the discrete topology as a subspace of any compact semitopological semigroup.
Proof. Suppose x^~xza -*xy~xz. Then by 3.2.4, {ya), {xa) and {za) are bounded nets in P. Hence we can find x0, y0, z0 and subnets x^, y^, z^ such that x^ -> x0, y^ ->y0, and z^ -* z0. Thus eventually x^ = x0, y^ = y0, and z^ = z0, and hence eventually x^y ~ 'z^ = x0yñxz0. Thus since x+y* \ ~* ^ ~ '2'
Wo" % = xy~ xz.
This shows that the only convergent nets are eventually constant, and so the relative topology on FP is the discrete. Proposition 3.2.5 assures us that if P is (1, x, x2,... }, then both the multiplication on FP and the inversion map on FP are continuous functions. Moreover, since every convergent net which is bounded in its second coordinate converges to a point of Fp, and every convergent net which is unbounded in its second coordinate converges to a point of EPP or FFp, we see that EFP\jFFP is an ideal of FP and FP\FP =EFP\jFFP. We next show that all these related conditions are equivalent.
Proposition 3.2.6. If FP is contained densely in a compact semitopological semigroup, and P E FP is a continuous embedding, then the following are equivalent:
(a) Inversion is continuous on P u P ~ ' ; (b) P -I Q FP is a continuous embedding; (c) The topology on FP is the product topology;
that is, x"y~ xza-*xy~ xz if and only ifxa^>x,ya-+y,andza^>z; (d) If{ya)isa bounded net from P, and ifxj>~ xza -*u,u E FP;
(e)Fp\Fp=ETp\jWp. It follows that x"y~ xza-+ xy~ xz if and only if x" -» x, ya -> y, and za -»• z.
(d)=»(a). Let xa-»x in P, and suppose x~x-*rs~xt in PP. We show r < x, and r < x. For suppose r > x. Then r > xa eventually, so since \xaJ \r2As I r2t
we have -i / 2/ r2s \~l r2t rr r/x = r \ --I --\r2As)
r2 A s and hence r = 1, and this contradiction shows that r < x; similarly r < x. Now suppose that s < x. Then since s < xa eventually, and x"1 = xa-15i-1 -» rs~xtss~x = rt(st)~xt, we have t = 1. Similarly, we can show r = 1. Thus *¿"l -» 5~' where i < x. Now if xa < x frequently, the fact that (f) => (d). We first show that if (ya) is bounded and y"' -> «, then u E F,,.
Let r > ya for each a. We can assumeya converges, say toy in P, and hence r~xru = r~xr/y, and since r~xru E FP, « E PF. Now let x"y~lza -> t>. Let r > x" and r > za for each a. Then we can assume ryat~x/xaza converges to ¿/, hence ¿7 E P^,; so rr~xvt~xt = r¿// E F,, and hence v £ PP.
3.3. For the remainder of this paper, we will assume AT is a homomorphic image of FP embedded densely in a compact semitopological semigroup, and that the inversion on X is a continuous mapping. Proof. It follows as in 3.2.6 that 5* is continuous on FP \ 7 where 8 = la. Now since 5' must be continuous on P, we know I = Ia for some a > 1 and if a = oN for some subgroup N of G, N must be a closed subgroup of G. We can assume P is dense in [1, oo) . We prove the proposition for FP/Iaa and point out that the proofs for the remaining cases are similar.
Suppose X = FP/Iaa. Then we note that X » (FP \ Ia) u BP, where the multiplication is as follows: If both u and v are in FP then uv is as usual. If either « or o is in BP, then uv = tf(u)a*(v). For the sake of simplifying the notation, we equate xy~xz with (x,y/z) if y > a.
Let xa-»a from [I, a), and suppose xaxa-1-»e\ Since for each r < a, xax~xrr~x = xax~x eventually, err~x = e. Now xax~x(a, a) = (a, a), so e(a, a) = (a, a). But e(a/xa)~x -» e as xa -» a, and andf(a/xa) -»/, we have/ = /(l, 1) = (1, 1). Now suppose that xa -» x, and ya -» b > a; we assume x^y"1 -» u. Then ya> a eventually, so x"y~x = (xa,ya) eventually, and xj?' ' -> (x, b). If ya->a, we can assume ya < a eventually. As above, if r < a, xj>~x = xay~xrr~x -» urr~x so u = urr~x and hence, letting r -» a, u = u(a, a). But x"y~ x(a, a) -» u(a, a) and jy ~ '(a, a) = (xaa/ya, a) -» (x, a) so u = (x, a). If za -> z, and ya -* b > a, then since y-xza = (\,ya/za) eventually, y~ 'z" -»(!, ¿>/z). If .Va -* a, assume ya_1za -» m, andya < a eventually. Then if r < a, r~ xru = u, and, letting r -» a, (1, l)w = « by the above; but (1, l)(y~xza) = (\,yjza)-+(l, a/z) so u = (1, a/z). Now we show in general that if xa -» x, ya -*y, and za -» z, then x"y ~'za -» xy_1z. We can assume x^y«"^ -> u. \i y> a, then x^'z« = (xa,yjza) eventually and we are done. If y = a and x > 1, suppose x < a, and let x < r < a. Then eventually a-a-'^^'z,, = r(rya/xa)~xza-*(r, ry/xz) so rr~xu = (r, ry/xz), and, letting r-» x, xx~'w = (x,y/z) but as before xx"'t/ = w, so w = (x,y/z). Now recall that for each X, the decreasing nets {fi*(x)tr (x)-1: x E P} and (5?(x)-15 (x): x E P} converge to idempotents E and P respectively as x-»oo. Furthermore, in each case,_P and P commute with X, and 3.3.1 allows us to conclude that in fact, X = X u EXuFX. We point out that if X = Fp/IaoN, E = F = 8 (aa~x) is the identity element of the group which is the minimal ideal of*. If X = FP/Iaa, F = (1, 1) = s\a~xa) but E £ X. In this case, X \ X =EX. Similarly, if X = FP/Iaß, then X \ X =Px. and the idempotents Px-1x converge to EF as x -> co. It is easy to see that EFX is a commutative group in this case. In the second case, EX is a group and since Ex~xx = E, E = EF The discussion in the previous paragraph together with 3.2.6 implies that X = X U E~X\jFX.
The idempotents E and P are thus maximal among idempotents of X_ \ X, if X \ X =£ 0. We now turn to a discussion of minimal idempotents of X. The one-parameter semigroups 8^(P) and ô*(P-1) possess as kernels (minimal ideals) commutative compact topological groups K and K', respectively, with identities e0 and /0. If X = P^,, it follows as in [2] that e0 = /0 and hence A" = A"' is the minimal ideal for X; furthermore K QEX and K =EX if and only if e0 = E = w. These facts are easy to prove if X is any of the other images of FP; we discuss the case where X = FP.
If {xa} is a net from P which converges to e0, by 3.2.6, {x0} is unbounded. If x E P, x < xa frequently, so xx~'xa = xa frequently and hence xx"'e0 = eQ = Ee0 = e0E. Similarly e0F = e0 = Fe0. Thus EFe0 = e0 so e0 E PPA", and hence e0 commutes with each element of X. Now if y E P, xay~x -+ e0y~x. But since xa>y frequently, x^-1 = xax~xxjy, and ev^-1 -*eQy~x. Thus since ¿w-1 ■ eoXax~xxa/y = e^Jy^y^ is in AT = AT. Similarly y~xe0 is in AT. Thus eji = Ae0 Ç K, and foX ■ A^ ç K. Now if e is any idempotent of X, (e0e)(e0e) = e0eoee =_eQe, and since e0e E AT, e0e = e. Hence e0 is the minimal idempotent for X. It follows that e0 = /0 and as in [2, Proposition 2] that A" is the kernel for X and that K = e^X. We summarize this discussion in the following proposition. We now derive some corollaries and give some examples from the space of bounded linear operators on complex Hilbert space. This one is proved as in [2, Proposition 5] . Corollary 3.3.5. If X is a compact semitopological semigroup with a continuous involution t -» t*, all idempotents of X, EX and FX are selfadjoint, as are EF and e0.Ifx E K, then x* G K, and furthermore, x*x = e = xx* for every x in K.
The following corollary was proved in [1, Theorem 4] . Corollary 3.3.6. If X is a compact topological semigroup, then since EX^Bpi-FX, E = F and hence X = X U EX. 
